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WCRP Grand Challenge: GC-Carbon
•Contribution to CMIP6
•GC-Carbon
has played a major role in contributing to C4MIP and
https://doi.org/10.5194/bg-2019-492
Preprint. Discussion started: 20 January 2020
ZECMIP,
as well as to DCPP simulations including the carbon cycle
c Author(s) 2020. CC BY 4.0 License.
•GC-Carbon pushed CMIP6 beyond its “boundaries” with emission
driven large ensemble simulations (historical and SSPs) as well as
emission driven decadal predictability simulations
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MacDougall et al., Biogeosciences, 2020

Figure 2. (a) Atmospheric CO2 concentration anomaly and (b) Zero Emissions Commitment following cessation of emissions under the
experiment where 1000 PgC was emitted following the 1% experiment (A1). ZEC is the temperature anomaly relative to the estimated
temperature at the year of cessation. ZEC has been smoothed with a 20 year moving window.

•Several relevant publications
•12 GC-Carbon related publications, see GC-Carbon report
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WCRP Grand Challenge: GC-Carbon
•Contribution to IPCC AR6
•Climate-carbon cycle feedbacks (a,b,g)
•TCRE and compatible emissions
•Carbon cycle response in high and low warming worlds
•Predictability of carbon sinks and atmospheric CO2
•Two carbon cycle figures in the SPM (current version)
Environ. Res. Lett. 15 (2020) 114058

A Spring et al

Environ. Res. Lett. 15 (2020) 114058

A Spring et al
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Figure 1. The difference in diagnostic atmospheric CO2 concentration between CO2 emission reductions scenario RCP2.6
(green) and currently most likely scenario for the near-term RCP4.5 (red) appears after the start of CO2 emission reductions in
2020 (vertical dashed gray line). Both scenarios are detrended with the combined scenario mean forcing, see the otherwise
identical figure S4 without detrending. Individual ensemble members are shown in faded colors. The forced response (solid green
and red) in atmospheric CO2 follows the prescribed atmospheric CO2 forcing derived from the a simplified climate model with
emissions from integrated assessment models (Meinshausen et al 2011). The variation of global mean (black) and Mauna Loa
(gray) atmospheric CO2 observations by NOAA/ESRL (Dlugokencky and Tans 2019), mostly fall within the ensemble standard
deviation (dotted green and red).

atmospheric CO2 Meinshausen et al (2011). While
this is consistent with the forcing applied to the
the climate system in MPI-ESM, this leads to small
differences between in the compatible emissions of
concentration-driven RCPs and actual CO2 emissions
as discussed by Jones et al (2013) and demonstrated
for MPI-ESM (figure S9).

probability, atmospheric CO2 growth will strengthen
despite emissions reductions. In RCP4.5, the distributions of atmospheric CO2 trends before and
after 2020 look similar because the emissions rise
steadily. Hence, only roughly half of the ensemble
members show a reduced trend, with PRCP4.5 = 48%
(figure 2(d)–(f)).
The atmospheric CO2 may increase more strongly
despite the onset of CO2 emission reductions, when
the global carbon cycle triggered by internal climate
variability releases more CO2 than CO2 emission
reductions save. For instance, this is possible when the

Figure 3. Probabilities of trend reduction in diagnostic atmospheric CO2 between periods of varying trend length before and after
CO2 emission reductions start in 2020. PRCP2.6 (green) shows the probability of trend reduction in CO2 emission reductions
scenario RCP2.6. PRCP4.5 (red) shows the probability of trend reduction in the currently most likely scenario for the near-term
RCP4.5. PS (pale blue) show the probability that a change from RCP4.5 to RCP2.6 causes the respective trend reduction in a
sufficient causation sense. PN (blue)show the probability that a change from RCP4.5 to RCP2.6 causes the respective trend
reduction in a necessary causation sense. PNS (dark blue) shows the probability that change from RCP4.5 to RCP2.6 causes the
respective trend reduction in a sufficient and necessary causation sense. Error bars show the 1% and 99% confidence intervals
based on bootstrapping with replacement. Dotted lines show 99% confidence interval for time of virtual certainty in trend
reduction or causation (D{S,N} ). Results for policy-relevant five-year trends are highlighted in the gray box.

Spring et al., ERL, 2020

causation is certain, PS = 1 in 2030 see (1), necessary causation and causation both necessary and sufficient coincide, PN = PNS ; compare (2) and (3) with
PRCP2.6 = 1. Virtual certainty in P{N,NS} is hindered
by PRCP4.5 above 1%. Due to the slow increase in
emissions in the 2030 s, internal variability allows
a few members to have increasing trends. Taking a
less strict threshold of 95% certainty like in Tebaldi
and Friedlingstein (2013), we obtain DN = DNS =
16 years. This time-scale of CO2 emission reduc-

to a policy change. We focus on one specific pathway
of CO2 emission reductions interpreted as a policy
change from scenario RCP4.5 without near-term CO2
emission reductions to emissions reduction scenario
RCP2.6 designed to achieve for the Paris targets
representing 3% net annual CO2 emission reductions
until 2030. We apply a causation framework comprising two perspectives of policy elaboration (Hannart
et al 2016, Marotzke 2019). We diagnose atmospheric
CO2 variations compatible with the natural carbon

•Several relevant publications
•12 GC-Carbon related publications, see GC-Carbon report

3. Probability of CO2 emission reductions
causing changes in atmospheric CO2
growth trend

WCRP Grand Challenge: GC-Carbon
•Contribution to GCP
•Strong interaction between GC-Carbon and Global Carbon Project
•Global Carbon Budget 2020, Friedlingstein et al., ESSD 2020
•Shaping future directions of global carbon budget assessment
(metrics for mitigation, carbon sinks efficiency)
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•Several relevant publications
•12 GC-Carbon related publications, see GC-Carbon report

WCRP Grand Challenge: GC-Carbon
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2. Future
of the GC

•
•

• Near term
•
TCRE assessment, including ongoing study on emergent
constraints on TCRE and a broader community assessment
Development of robust carbon annual to decadal prediction of the
global carbon cycle to support the annual Global Carbon Budgets
New work on mitigation metrics, carbon sinks efficiency to feed in
GCB.
C4MIP workshop, Autumn 2021

• Longer term
• Unclear…
• Where is the home for Carbon in the new WCRP structure?
• How to keep the GC-Carbon momentum in the new structure?

